Critical closing pressure: comparison of three methods.
Critical closing pressure (CCP) is an arterial pressure threshold below which small arterial vessels collapse. Our aim was to compare different methods to estimate CCP in the cerebrovascular circulation using the relationships between transcranial Doppler flow velocity (FV), laser-Doppler flux (LDF), and arterial blood pressure (ABP). A total of 116 experiments in rabbits were analyzed retrospectively. At the end of each recording, cardiac arrest (CA) was induced. Arterial blood pressure in femoral artery, basilar artery FV, cortical blood LDF, intracranial pressure (ICP) was recorded. Critical closing pressure was estimated using linear regression between decreasing mean ABP values, FV, and LDF during CA. In addition, CCP was calculated from FV waveform just before CA. The correlation between CCP evaluated using LDF and FV during CA was 0.98 (P<0.0001). The correlation between CCP measured during CA and CCP estimated from the transcranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD) waveform was weaker (R=0.39; P<0.001), with CCP calculated from waveform being significantly greater than CCP from CA (median difference 9 mm Hg; P<0.003). Critical closing pressures obtained from FV waveform and CA correlated with mean ICP before CA (R=0.40; P=0.001). In conclusion strong correlation exists between CCP values obtained by means of FV and LDF during cardiac arrest. However, predictions of CCP using TCD waveform analysis show substantial differences from values of CCP recorded during cardiac arrest.